
A Quick Guide to Goose

Breeds

HOST ILE  VALLEY  L IV ING

Sebastopols

White goose with curly feathers
Around 10lbs
20-30 eggs per year
Sweet and docile, more
commonly a pet but loud
enough for some guarding jobs
and an excellent mother.  Very
good with children.

Buff

Large with beautiful apricot feathers
15-20lbs
20-30 eggs per year
Often calm but can be aggressive if not
imprinted.  Excellent watchdogs and
beautiful family geese.

Roman 

White goose, sometimes with a
tuft at the top of the head.
10-15lbs
25-30 eggs per year
Curious, with a lot personality,
Romans imprint easily and are
friendly, but are also good
watch-dog geese with excellent
eyesight.

Toulouse

Medium sized gray goose
15-20lbs
20-30 eggs per year
Can be aggressive, especially
with chickens or during
mating season.  Good guard
goose.
Photo from mypetchicken.com

Dewlap Toulouse

Huge gray goose with distinct
"dewlaps" and loose fat.
35lbs
20-30 eggs per year
Very friendly and docile, an
excellent family goose.

Pilgrim

Autosexing mostly gray (females) and
mostly white (males)
15-20lbs
20-25 eggs per year
Friendly family goose that imprints
easily.
Photo from mypetchicken.com
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Cotton Patch

Gray or white with distinct pink
beak and feet.
10lbs
20-30 eggs per year
Calm and sweet, very active
forager and excellent weeder
goose.

Embden

Large white goose.
20lbs
35-45 eggs per year
Calm and docile bird, excellent egg
layer for a goose.
Photo from mypetchicken.com

African

Large, upright brown or what
goose with a unique knob on
the front of their beak.
25lbs
30-35 eggs per year
Sometimes aggressive, fairly
loud goose excellent for
guarding.
Photo from mypetchicken.com

Chinese

Upright, light weight brown or
white goose with very large
beak knob.
10lbs
30-35 eggs per year
Loud, very active, excellent
weeders and guards
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